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Aneuploidy driven by chromosome missegregation is a feature 
of many solid tumors1 and is a driver of maternal-age-asso-
ciated birth defects2. One of the challenges to faithful chro-

mosome segregation is the persistence of DNA interlinks generated 
during S phase that subsequently prevent timely disjunction of the 
sister chromatids during anaphase3. These DNA interlinks arise 
principally at specific genomic loci, including centromeres and  
the ribosomal DNA (rDNA) cluster, telomeres and common fragile 
sites (CFSs). CFSs are difficult-to-replicate regions that form detect-
able gaps or breaks on metaphase chromosomes4 and are hotspots 
for chromosomal rearrangements in cancer cells5. Unresolved DNA 
interlinks that persist into anaphase generate DNA structures called 
UFBs6–8. Although present in essentially every anaphase, UFBs have 
remained undetected for decades as a result of being both histone-
free and refractory to staining with commonly used dyes such as 
DAPI. Currently, the only method for visualization of UFBs is via 
immunofluorescence detection of associated proteins.

Most UFBs are decorated along their length by the SNF2 family 
translocase PICH, as well as a complex of DNA repair proteins com-
prising the Bloom’s syndrome gene product, BLM, and its partner 
proteins topoisomerase IIIα  (TopoIIIα ), RMI1, and RMI2 (denoted 
henceforth as the BTRR complex)7,8. Bloom’s syndrome is a rare dis-
order associated with pre- and postnatal growth retardation, skin 
abnormalities, and an increase in the incidence of cancer9,10. BLM 
is a RecQ family DNA helicase that has a central role in the BTRR 
complex in disjoining complex structures that arise during homolo-
gous recombination, such as double Holliday junctions11,12. Recently, 
it was demonstrated that mutations in TopoIIIα  and RMI1 are pres-
ent in individuals displaying a Bloom’s-like disorder13. TopoIIIα  is 
a so-called type 1A topoisomerase that displays only a weak relax-
ation activity on negatively supercoiled DNA but is efficient as a 
single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) decatenase14,15. RMI1 and RMI2 are 

oligosaccharide/oligonucleotide binding (OB)-fold-containing pro-
teins that apparently lack catalytic activity and instead function as 
cofactors in the TopoIIIα  catalytic cycle16–19. As with all topoisom-
erases, TopoIIIα  generates transient breaks in DNA (ssDNA in this 
case) and passes a second DNA strand through the break. As a part 
of this catalytic cycle, TopoIIIα  binds covalently to the 5′  end of the 
broken DNA strand20.

It is generally accepted that at least three structurally distinct 
classes of UFBs exist. This assertion is based on two observations. 
The first is that the frequency of UFB formation at different loci can 
be modulated by treatment of cells with different chemical agents. 
Interference with sister chromatid disjunction in mitosis using the 
TopoIIα  inhibitor ICRF-193 leads to the persistence of both cen-
tromeric and rDNA-derived UFBs, which is exacerbated in cells 
lacking PICH8,21,22. In contrast, slowing of the DNA replication pro-
gram using the replicative polymerase inhibitor aphidicolin induces 
the formation of CFSs and telomeric UFBs23–25. These observations 
argue that ICRF-193-induced UFBs comprise fully replicated, but 
catenated, DNA, whereas the aphidicolin-induced UFBs comprise 
incompletely replicated DNA6. Regardless of their origin, PICH 
and the BTRR complex associate with both of these forms of UFB, 
which are generally considered to comprise largely double-stranded 
DNA (dsDNA). PICH has a high affinity for dsDNA26 and acts as a 
recruitment platform for the other UFB-binding factors8. Thus, in 
PICH-deficient cells, the BTRR complex fails to localize to UFBs, 
leading to defective UFB processing8. Consistent with this, UFBs 
can persist beyond anaphase in Bloom’s syndrome cells8.

The second observation that revealed the presence of a distinct 
class of UFBs was that, following perturbation of homologous 
recombination repair, UFBs arise that are apparently composed 
mainly of ssDNA27. These UFBs, which are not known to arise at 
any specific locus, are coated with replication protein A (RPA), the 
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major ssDNA-binding factor in human cells. PICH and RPA occa-
sionally associate with the same UFB, but their patterns of local-
ization are generally non-overlapping in those cases28,29. This is 
consistent with PICH being a dsDNA-specific binding protein.

We reconstituted the recognition and processing of two of 
the main classes of UFBs: centromeric UFBs (cUFBs) and CFS-
associated UFBs (fsUFBs). Using a combination of ensemble bio-
chemistry on DNA substrates mimicking the catenated regions of 
cUFBs and fsUFBs, with single-molecule optical tweezer assays to 
define how PICH, RPA, and BTRR complexes associate with differ-
ent DNA structures, we found that PICH provides a landing pad to 
alter the binding specificity of BTRR. Moreover, we found that RPA 
excludes BTRR from ssDNA and prevents any nonspecific cleavage 
of ssDNA by TopoIIIα , which would have disastrous consequences 
if it were to occur in anaphase. Our data enhance understanding of 
how ‘problematic’ genomic loci are segregated during cell division 
and provide a methodological approach for analyzing the roles of 
other genome stability factors at these loci.

Results
A toolkit for reconstitution of UFB processing in vitro. Although 
the architecture of the DNA in each class of UFBs can be predicted 
from the types of perturbation that induce their formation, the role 
of each UFB-associated protein in facilitating sister chromatid dis-
junction is still debated. To better understand the physiology of 
UFB processing, we purified fluorescently labeled versions of PICH, 
BLM, the TRR complex, and RPA (Supplementary Fig. 1a). We 
then analyzed their DNA-binding properties using dual-trap opti-
cal tweezers combined with multicolor fluorescence microscopy  
(Fig. 1a). In this assay, a 49-kb phage λ  dsDNA molecule with bio-
tinylated termini was attached to streptavidin-coated microspheres 
that were held by optical traps generated by a near-infrared laser. 
The microspheres were manipulated in a specifically designed mul-
tichannel flow cell, permitting the DNA construct to be exposed 
sequentially to multiple different proteins30, each located in a 
separate channel (Fig. 1b,c). This approach allowed us to develop 
complex, multistep incubation protocols that can reveal the hierar-
chical assembly of proteins on model DNA substrates (Fig. 1c–e). 
Furthermore, the setup permitted the simultaneous imaging of 
three different protein labels with single-molecule (SM) sensitiv-
ity26,31–33, as confirmed by the observed single-step bleaching events 
(Supplementary Fig. 1b–d). This also permitted an estimation of the 
number of bound proteins on each substrate (Supplementary Note 2 
and Supplementary Table 1). To be able to determine the interactions 
of four different proteins, we typically use a combination of three dif-
ferentially labeled proteins together with one unlabeled protein. For 
all of the analyses reported here, however, we conducted control mea-
surements using a different combination of labeled and unlabeled 
proteins. Moreover, we reconstituted the recognition and disjunction 
of the two major types of UFBs—cUFBs generated by inhibition of 
dsDNA decatenation and fsUFBs generated by perturbation of DNA 
replication—as these are predicted to be structurally distinct. Thus, 
where required, one of the flow channels was also used to generate a 
tract of ssDNA in a controlled manner, using the exonuclease activ-
ity of T7 DNA polymerase (Fig. 1d,e and Supplementary Fig. 1e)34.

We first validated the expected binding patterns of BLM and 
TRR on dsDNA and partial ssDNA and dsDNA (Supplementary 
Fig. 1f–i). As expected, both BLM and TRR had high affinity for 
ssDNA and negligible affinity for dsDNA. This binding pattern 
also was not affected by changing the applied force (Supplementary  
Fig. 1j,k). Thus, we conducted subsequent experiments at a force 
that was optimal for PICH DNA binding and imaging (25 pN)26.

Reconstitution of protein recruitment to a model of a centro-
meric UFB. cUFBs can be induced by ICRF-193 (Fig. 2a and 
Supplementary Fig. 2a)7,8. Because the target for ICRF-193 (TopoIIα )  

is a dsDNA decatenase and cUFBs lack RPA, these structures are 
considered to be composed of fully replicated, but interlinked, 
dsDNA. Thus, to investigate potential ways in which cUFBs 
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Fig. 1 | Modeling uFBs using optical tweezers combined with fluorescence 
imaging. a, Experimental setup showing beam paths and crucial components. 
Dark red lines (left) indicate the infrared laser beam path used to create 
double optical tweezers and measure applied forces. Light-red-colored 
lines depict beam paths for bright-field illumination as well as fluorescence 
excitation and detection. The asterisk indicates the position of the flow cell 
shown below; a detailed description of the setup is provided in the Methods. 
1064, 10-W IR CW laser; 460, LED used for bright-field illumination; PSD, 
position-sensitive diode; 491, 561, and 639, lasers used for fluorescence 
excitation; AOTF, acousto-optical tuneable filter; CMOS, CMOS camera 
for bright-field detection; EIS, emission image splitter; EM-CCD, EM-CCD 
camera for fluorescence detection. b, Scheme of the glass chip used in 
the SM setup. The chip comprises six inlet channels, I–VI, and two outlet 
channels, E1 and E2. The yellow scale bar represents 1 cm. c, Scheme of the 
central portion of the glass chip displaying the connections between the six 
channels used for DNA capture and protein incubation. Arabic numbers 
denote the steps needed to conduct a typical SM experiment; arrows indicate 
the translocation paths. A typical example is shown in which beads (I) and 
DNA (II) are captured, stretched in buffer (III), and subsequently incubated 
in the protein channels containing T7 polymerase (IV), RPA (V), and PICH 
(VI). d, Schematic diagram of the DNA held by beads and the binding of 
proteins induced during experimental steps 1–8 displayed in b. Roman 
numbers in brackets indicate the channel in which the incubation occurred; 
Arabic numbers refer to the sequential course of the experiment as shown 
in c. 1, beads are trapped in channel I; 2, DNA is captured in channel II; 3, a 
single dsDNA molecule is tethered between the beads in channel III; 4, the 
exonuclease activity of T7 polymerase in channel IV is used to create a partial 
ssDNA or dsDNA molecule; 5, the construct is incubated in RPA in channel 
V; 6, RPA coating is visualized by imaging in a protein-free environment 
(channel III); 7, the construct is incubated with PICH in channel VI; 8, a final 
fluorescence snapshot in channel III is made to display the spatial localization 
of bound proteins. e, Typical dual-color fluorescence snapshot of RPAStrawberry 
(red) and PICHGFP (green) resulting after step 8 shown in c and d.
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might be processed in vitro, we examined protein interactions 
with dsDNA using our SM assays (Fig. 2b,c and Supplementary  
Fig. 2b,c). We observed that BTRR was recruited much more effi-
ciently (by more than two orders of magnitude) to PICH-coated 
dsDNA than to naked dsDNA (Supplementary Table 1). This 
explains how BTRR appears on the double-stranded cUFBs in cells, 
despite the known preference of both BLM and TRR for binding 
ssDNA (Supplementary Fig. 1f–i)14,35.

RPA forms a complex with BTRR by binding independently 
to both BLM and RMI1, and is able to modulate the helicase and 

topoisomerase activities of BTRR in vitro36,37. However, RPA did 
not readily associate with BTRR that was recruited to PICH-coated 
DNA (Supplementary Fig. 2b,c), which is consistent with the obser-
vation that RPA does not generally localize to PICH-coated UFB 
tracts in vivo28. Nevertheless, we observed that RPA reduced the 
modest nonspecific binding of BTRR to naked dsDNA, which is 
consistent with the observation that these proteins form a com-
plex in solution (Fig. 2b,d and Supplementary Table 1). It should be 
noted that the association of BTRR with naked dsDNA even in the 
absence of RPA is still much lower than its association with PICH-
coated dsDNA (Supplementary Table 1). However, because RPA 
is an abundant cellular protein and a proportion of the RPA pool 
appears to be constitutively associated with the BTRR complex17, 
we conducted experiments in the presence of RPA, as these better 
reflect the physiological situation.

An important feature of our flow chamber was that, by keeping 
PICH and BTRR–RPA in separate channels, we could investigate 
the recruitment of the BTRR complex to naked versus PICH-
coated dsDNA using the same DNA molecule (before or after PICH 
incubation). Nevertheless, we confirmed in control experiments 
containing all four proteins in the same channel that preincuba-
tion of PICH and BTRR did not considerably alter their DNA-
binding and recruitment properties (Supplementary Fig. 2d,e and 
Supplementary Table 1).

The BTRR complex can disjoin a cUFB-like DNA substrate. 
Although direct recruitment by PICH explains how the BTRR 
complex recognizes double-stranded cUFBs, it does not address 
the mechanism of cUFB processing. To this end, we used ensem-
ble biochemistry to study a single-catenane substrate comprising 
two interlinked, supercoiled dsDNA plasmids (Supplementary  
Fig. 3a,b)38. We observed that BTRR could decatenate this substrate 
into its constituent plasmids, albeit with a much lower efficiency 
than TopoIIα , the only known dsDNA decatenase to act on cUFBs 
(Fig. 2f,g). This dsDNA decatenase activity of the BTRR complex 
appears to be evolutionarily conserved, as a similar activity has also 
been observed with the bacterial and yeast orthologs of these pro-
teins39,40. Notably, the previously described activities were highly 
dependent on the presence of a ssDNA-binding protein, whereas 
RPA had no substantial effect on this reaction in our case, which 
is consistent with our SM analysis (Supplementary Fig. 2b,c). 
Similarly, PICH did not alter the efficiency of the dsDNA decat-
enase activity of BTRR (Supplementary Fig. 3b–d), suggesting that 
PICH acts primarily to increase the local concentration of the BTRR 
complex on cUFBs in vivo.

BLM and TRR can be recruited independently to PICH-coated 
UFBs. BTRR was present as a complex on PICH-coated dsDNA and 
on naked dsDNA, as shown by colocalization of the fluorescence 
intensity profiles of BLM and TRR under both high- and low-DNA-
coating conditions (Supplementary Fig. 4a–d). We investigated the 
mechanism by which BTRR was recruited to PICH-coated UFBs  
in vivo using cell lines lacking either BLM (Bloom’s syndrome cells; 
PSNG13)41 or TopoIIIα . Because TopoIIIα  is essential for viability, 
we used an HCT116 cell derivative in which TopoIIIα  could be 
depleted at the G2/M boundary through an auxin-based degron 
system42. Using these cell lines, we observed that TopoIIIα  localized 
to PICH-coated UFBs in the Bloom’s syndrome cell line and that 
BLM associated with UFBs in TopoIIIα -depleted cells when both 
TopoIIIα  and RMI1 were absent from these UFBs (Fig. 3a–c and 
Supplementary Fig. 4e–g). Consistent with these observations, BLM 
and TRR were able to independently bind to PICH-coated dsDNA 
in our SM assays (Fig. 3d–f). However, BTRR as a complex showed 
a higher affinity for PICH-coated dsDNA than did BLM or TRR 
alone (Fig. 3g and Supplementary Table 1), suggesting that BTRR 
is likely to be recruited in vivo as a complex to PICH-coated UFBs.
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Fig. 2 | Processing of centromeric uFBs by the PIcH–BtRR machinery. a, 
Immunofluorescence images of anaphase U2OS cells treated with ICRF-193 
and displaying UFBs coated with PICH (green), TRR (RMI1; red), and BLM 
(blue). Scale bar, 1 μ m. b, Use of optical tweezers to model the recruitment 
of BLMSNAP (labeled with a far-red dye), TRRCherry, and RPA (unlabeled) to a 
double-stranded model of a cUFB before (1) and after (3) decorating it with 
PICHGFP (2). c, Schematic representation of the data presented in b (blue, 
BLM; red, TRR; white, RPA; green, PICH). d, Fluorescence snapshots of the 
recruitment of BLMSNAP and TRRCherry to naked dsDNA in the absence of RPA 
using optical tweezers. e, Schematic representation of the data in d (blue, 
BLM; red, TRR). f, Southern blot of an agarose gel showing decatenation 
of the single-catenane substrate by the BTRR complex with or without 
RPA (lanes 9 and 10). Lanes 1 and 2 contain the markers for the circular 
covalently closed and linear products, respectively; lane 3 contains the 
substrate alone; and lanes 4–8 contain control reactions, where either BLM 
or TRR is missing. AP denotes AMP-PNP, a non-hydrolyzable ATP analog; 
Y337F denotes a catalytically dead TRR complex mutant. TopoIIα  is shown 
for comparison (lane 15). Note that the probe allows visualization of one 
of the circular DNA molecules (green). Reactions contained 5 nM BLM, 
1.25 nM TRR or TRRY337F, 5 nM RPA, and 30 pM TopoIIα . Uncropped gel 
images are shown in Supplementary Dataset 1. g, Quantification of the data 
from f combined with additional experiments. Data shown are means and 
s.e.m. of n =  3 independent experiments. Source data are available online.
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The catalytic activity of PICH is not required for BTRR recruit-
ment to UFBs. Because PICH can translocate along dsDNA using 
the energy of ATP hydrolysis26, we investigated whether PICH 
might also modify the structure of the dsDNA to make it permissive 
for BTRR binding. To achieve this, we analyzed both in vivo and 
in vitro the recruitment of BTRR to dsDNA decorated by a variant 

of PICH (PICHK128A) that still binds dsDNA but lacks ATPase and 
translocase activity. We observed that BTRR was proficient in bind-
ing to cUFBs in a PICH-knockout cell line expressing the PICHK128A 
protein (Fig. 4a,b). Furthermore, BLM and TRR were each able to 
bind to PICHK128A-coated dsDNA in vitro (Fig. 4c,d). These data 
indicate that the catalytic activity of PICH does not facilitate the 
binding of BTRR to UFBs. Taking these data together, we propose 
that PICH nucleates the BTRR complex onto cUFBs to promote the 
timely resolution of interlinked dsDNA catenanes during anaphase, 
when TopoIIα  activity is limiting or ineffective.

Reconstitution of protein recruitment to CFS UFBs. Next, we 
compared the activity of the PICH, RPA, and BTRR proteins on a 
model substrate that mimics an fsUFB. In contrast to cUFBs, fsUFBs 
(Supplementary Fig. 5a) often contained some ssDNA as well as 
dsDNA, as revealed by combined but generally non-overlapping 
staining for RPA and PICH (Fig. 5a). The BTRR complex was also 
detectable on fsUFBs but only on the PICH-coated dsDNA regions. 
This was surprising to us given that BLM and TRR each bind with 
high affinity to ssDNA and that RPA interacts directly with both 
BLM and RMI114,17,35,37. In SM experiments, when a partial ssDNA 
and dsDNA substrate (Fig. 5b,c and Supplementary Fig. 5b,c) was 
incubated with a mixture of BLM, TRR, and RPA, we observed that 
the single-stranded section was coated with RPA but not with BLM 
or TRR (Fig. 5b and Supplementary Fig. 1g–i). In contrast, when 
RPA was omitted, the ssDNA portion was strongly coated with BLM 
and TRR (Supplementary Fig. 5d,e). These results indicate that RPA 
is responsible for exclusion of the BTRR complex from ssDNA, 
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thereby markedly reducing the amount of BTRR on ssDNA by more 
than two orders of magnitude (Supplementary Table 1).

The BTRR complex can disjoin an fsUFB-like DNA substrate. 
Given that CFSs are particularly susceptible to DNA replication 
stress and have been shown to be among the final regions of the 
genome to be replicated43, it is highly likely that fsUFBs comprise a 
form of DNA replication intermediate in which the merging of con-
verging forks has been delayed. To study the action of the BTRR com-
plex on fsUFBs, we created a substrate mimicking an incompletely  

replicated DNA molecule. This late-replication intermediate (LRI) 
structure was composed of two interlinked DNA circles containing a 
region resembling two converging replication forks (Supplementary 
Fig. 6). We observed that BTRR could catalyze LRI disjunction  
(Fig. 5d,e) with comparable kinetics to that of another well-charac-
terized biochemical activity of the BTRR complex, double–Holliday 
junction dissolution11 (Supplementary Fig. 7a–c). This activ-
ity of the BTRR also seems to be evolutionarily conserved, as the  
bacterial homologs could also disjoin a similar substrate44. Moreover, 
PICH modestly stimulated this reaction in an ATP-dependent  
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manner (Supplementary Fig. 7d,e). These data indicate that PICH 
likely has a dual role at fsUFBs in both protein recruitment and 
stimulation of the BTRR complex in vivo.

RPA protects single-stranded UFBs from unscheduled breakage 
by TRR. Analysis of the products of the LRI disjunction reaction 

revealed that, in addition to the expected gapped circular products 
formed by the cleavage/re-ligation cycle of TopoIIIα , two additional 
linear molecules were formed. Inclusion of RPA not only enhanced 
the efficiency of the LRI disjunction reaction, but also largely pre-
vented the accumulation of these linear products (Fig. 5d). The cat-
alytic cycle of type IA topoisomerases requires a transesterification 
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reaction to create a covalent intermediate between the 5′  end of the 
DNA and the active site tyrosine of the topoisomerase. The 3′  end 
of the cleaved DNA is bound via a noncovalent interaction. After 
strand passage, the broken DNA ends are then resealed by the topoi-
somerase20. We hypothesized that the linear products forming in 
the absence of RPA might represent the normally transient cleaved 
intermediate where TopoIIIα  has failed to re-ligate the DNA. If that 
were the case, the enzyme would remain covalently attached to the 
5′  end of the DNA but would then be removed during the deprot-
einization step of the reaction to reveal the broken DNA. To inves-
tigate this, we omitted deproteinization and instead precipitated 
the proteins at the end of the reaction using SDS-KCl, which is a 
standard method to confirm covalent attachment between topoi-
somerases and DNA45. Indeed, the precipitated (insoluble) fraction 
contained the cleaved linear DNA fragments, confirming that they 
were covalently bound to TopoIIIα  (Fig. 6a,b). Furthermore, addi-
tion of high salt at the end of the incubation period, which enforces 
closure of the broken DNA ends by type IA topoisomerases while 
preventing initiation of a new catalytic cycle46, resulted in re-closure 
of all of the cleaved products, appearing as a spectrum of interlinked 
LRIs (Fig. 6a).

Notably, neither a DNA-binding-deficient form of RPA nor 
Escherichia coli SSB (the prokaryotic homolog of RPA) could 
stimulate LRI disjunction or promote the re-ligation of cut DNA 
by TopoIIIα  (Supplementary Fig. 8). This indicates that RPA has 
to bind to ssDNA as well as to associate with BTRR to simulta-
neously limit the formation of unligated products and promote  
LRI disjunction.

To model the proposed unimpeded cleavage of naked (RPA-free) 
ssDNA by TRR in mitosis, we compared the force required to break a 
partial ssDNA or dsDNA molecule in which the ssDNA portion was 
coated by either wild-type TRR (TRRWT) or a catalytically inactive 
mutant TRR (TRRY337F) to control for the presence of any contami-
nating nucleases. We observed that ssDNA coated by TRRWT broke 
at forces (45 ±  4 pN, mean and s.e.m. for n =  13 measurements) well 
below the known DNA overstretching transition point47, whereas 
ssDNA coated by TRRY337F required much higher forces (96 ±  14 pN, 
mean and s.e.m. for n =  13 measurements) (Fig. 6c,d). It should be 
noted that, at such high forces, the DNA associated with TRRY337F is 
susceptible to breakage as a result of its intrinsic instability48. These 
observations suggest that, following creation of the covalent cleaved 
intermediate between TRRWT and DNA, noncovalent association 
of TopoIIIα  with the 3′  end of the cleaved DNA is susceptible to 
rupture by an applied force of ~45 pN. Furthermore, ssDNA and 
dsDNA molecules incubated with BTRR and RPA (where RPA 
largely excludes the BTRR complex from ssDNA) did not show any 
breakage below overstretching forces (Supplementary Fig. 9a,b). 
Taken together, these results indicate that uncoupling of the cleav-
age and re-ligation cycle of TRR would be detrimental if it were to 
happen on a UFB comprising naked ssDNA (Fig. 6e). This might 
lead to unscheduled and irreversible UFB breakage as a result of the 
tension exerted by mitotic spindle forces, which could drive chro-
mosomal abnormalities in the daughter cells. We therefore propose 
that exclusion of the TRR complex from the ssDNA portion of UFBs 
by RPA reflects an important physiological mechanism to prevent 
irreversible chromosome damage (Fig. 6f).

Discussion
Our findings demonstrate how a combination of in vivo and in vitro 
approaches can be used to gain insight into the recognition and dis-
junction of UFBs. We have reconstituted anaphase UFB processing 
at centromeres and CFSs in vitro using two methods: an innova-
tive flow channel system combined with optical trapping and three-
color fluorescence imaging, and ensemble biochemistry involving 
DNA substrates mimicking intermediates in DNA metabolism that 
are thought to generate UFBs. We suggest that this methodology 

will be very useful for studying the function of other UFB-binding 
factors, such as RIF1 and FANCM.

Our in vitro observations explain phenomena observed during 
direct visualization of UFBs in human cells and are consistent with 
a model (Supplementary Fig. 10) in which PICH recognizes dsDNA 
sections of UFBs under tension and recruits the BTRR complex. 
The vast majority of the UFBs present at CFSs are then resolved 
by the ssDNA decatenase activity of the BTRR complex in a reac-
tion that is modulated by both PICH and RPA. More specifically, 
the intricate interplay between BTRR recruitment by PICH and 
exclusion of BTRR binding to ssDNA by RPA ensures the faithful 
and timely disjunction of sister chromatids. Moreover, although 
the vast majority of the dsDNA catenanes remaining in the genome 
after replication are eliminated by TopoIIα , whose activity is also 
assisted by PICH22 before or soon after anaphase onset, we propose 
that the BTRR complex might serve as a backup system to rescue 
anaphase in those rare cases in which TopoIIα  function is compro-
mised. Because anaphase is such a brief event, we envisage three 
scenarios in which the proposed BTRR pathway might become 
critical for chromatid disjunction: first, when a cell enters mitosis 
with an unusually large number of DNA interlinks (for example, fol-
lowing a perturbed S phase) and TopoIIα  is overwhelmed; second, 
when unresolved DNA interlinks fail to be efficiently detected by 
TopoIIα  during early anaphase (in this regard, TopoIIα  is concen-
trated at centromeres during early anaphase49, where the bulk of the 
persistent dsDNA linkages occur, but may be limiting at other loci); 
and third, when the underlying structure of the interlinked DNA is 
distorted, perhaps because of the tension applied to the DNA, which 
has been shown to affect the efficiency of unlinking by TopoIIα 50.

In addition to deciphering the mechanisms of UFB disjunction, 
our data also reveal how the activity of the BTRR complex is regulated 
by RPA so as to limit unscheduled ssDNA breakage. We found that 
RPA, which hitherto has been viewed as a constitutive component 
of the BLM–TRR complex51, also acts as a negative regulator of the 
TRR complex by protecting ssDNA from unscheduled, TopoIIIα - 
mediated cleavage. Given that BTRR alone displays a high affinity 
for ssDNA, one possible mechanism would be that, in the ternary 
protein complex, the ssDNA-binding sites of BTRR are occluded by 
RPA. Thus, our findings reveal a complex network of interactions 
among UFB-binding proteins that serve to recognize the presence 
of a UFB in a markedly short timeframe in early anaphase and then 
promote timely disjunction of the DNA interlinks.

A new class of mixed ssDNA- and dsDNA-containing UFBs was 
recently discovered27. These UFBs, which arise as a consequence 
of perturbation of homologous recombination, do not arise from 
either centromeres or CFSs, and have been proposed to comprise 
unresolved recombination intermediates (HR-UFBs). It would be of 
interest in the future to decipher mechanistic differences between 
the processing of these HR-UFBs and fsUFBs. Given that HR-UFBs 
were shown to bind BLM, RPA, and PICH, and BTRR and RPA 
are central players in the processing of homologous recombination 
intermediates11,52, it is possible that HR-UFBs will also be processed 
by the BTRR complex. It has also been proposed that HR-UFBs 
are processed by the helicase activity of BLM, thereby converting 
a PICH-coated dsDNA UFB into RPA-coated ssDNA. Given that 
BLM alone is a weak helicase and only becomes processive when 
coupled with TRR and RPA53, such bridge unwinding would likely 
require BTRR to access the ssDNA and dsDNA junction of a UFB 
in conjunction with PICH and RPA. This is consistent with our 
SM recruitment experiments using mixed ssDNA and dsDNA 
molecules, where we frequently observed that, although BTRR 
was excluded from ssDNA by RPA, the junction of the ssDNA and 
dsDNA showed a prominent spot of BTRR. Indeed, it is possible 
that BTRR gets recruited to the complete length of a PICH-coated 
UFB yet only initiates a catalytic cycle when it encounters a high-
affinity substrate such as would be found at a ssDNA and dsDNA 
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junction or catenated region. This is also corroborated by the fact 
that BTRR is only weakly effective in resolving dsDNA catenanes 
but is very efficient in resolving LRIs in the presence of RPA, a sub-
strate that contains two ssDNA and dsDNA junctions. Given that 
RPA excludes BTRR from ssDNA sections, this would leave the 
junction as a major nucleation point for initiation of unwinding and 
decatenation. Investigating this in the future would be important 
for obtaining a more complete understanding of the mechanism of 
UFB disjunction.
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Methods
Reagents. All reagents, antibodies, cell culture, DNA substrate preparation, and 
protein expression and purification are described in Supplementary Note 1.

Single-molecule optical tweezers experiments. The experiments were performed 
on a custom-built inverted microscope that combines wide-field fluorescence 
microscopy and dual-trap optical tweezers26. The flow cell consisted of a custom-
made glass chip, which was modified compared to published designs (Fig. 1b).  
It contained six inlet channels (denoted here I–VI) and two outlet channels  
(E1 and E2). All eight channels were connected via tubing to valves, which could 
be individually opened and closed. Inlet channels were connected to separate 
reservoirs, which were housed in a pressure box that allowed us to control 
flow speed. Channels I–III contained beads (streptavidin-coated polystyrene 
microspheres of 4.5 µ m in diameter; Spherotech), biotinylated DNA, and protein-
free buffer (20 mM HEPES pH 7.5, 50 mM NaCl, 1 mM MgCl2, 1 mM DTT, 0.02% 
Tween-20, and 0.02% casein; buffer A). Channel IV was reserved for T7 DNA 
polymerase (concentration 40 U/ml in 20 mM HEPES pH 7.5, 50 mM NaCl, and 
10 mM MgCl2). Channel V/VI contained 60 nM PICH in buffer A with or without 
the addition of 1 mM ATP. The remaining channel contained 30 nM BLM, 20 nM 
TRR, 50 nM RPA (either labeled or unlabeled) or any possible combination of the 
three proteins in buffer B (20 mM HEPES pH, 7.5, 100 mM NaCl, 2 mM MgCl2, 
1 mM DTT, 0.02% Tween-20, and 0.02% casein). The effective temperature inside 
the flow cell during experiments was 26 °C. Apart from PICH, which displays 
some force dependence26, the binding of RPA30 and the other two proteins 
(Supplementary Fig. 1j,k) is insensitive to DNA tension. For the recruitment 
assays, we chose a consistent force of 20–25 pN throughout the recruitment and 
imaging process. These conditions ensure good image quality54 and also lead to the 
stabilization of PICH binding to DNA.

More details about the instrumentation, the incubation procedures and the SM 
data analysis are described in Supplementary Note 2.

LRI reactions. All reactions have been performed in buffer R (50 mM Tris-HCl pH 
7.5, 50 mM NaCl, 5 mM MgCl2, 0.1 mg/ml BSA, 1 mM DTT). After pre-heating the 
tubes with the enzyme mix (1 min, 37 °C), the reaction was initiated by addition of 
the substrate mix containing 50 pM labeled LRI and 2 mM ATP to a final volume 
of 10 μ l, and was then incubated for a further 7 min (or the indicated times) at 
37 °C. Enzyme concentrations are stated in each case in the figure legends. The 
reaction was stopped by the addition of STOP solution (10 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 
30 mM EDTA, 0.5% SDS, 0.5 mg/ml proteinase K, 8% sucrose, and a mixture of 
Orange G, Bromophenol Blue, and Xylene Cyanol) and the samples were further 
incubated for 15 min at 37 °C. The samples were denatured at 80 °C for 3 min, and 
then immediately cooled on ice before gel loading. Samples were separated on 1.2% 
agarose gels in 0.5×  TBE, at 3 V/cm, for 2.5 h or 1 V/cm for 16 h in the presence or 
absence of 0.5 μ g/ml ethidium bromide. After running, the gels were dried and 
analyzed by PhosphorImager.

For analysis of the covalent attachment of hTopoIIIα  to the 5′  end of the 
products (Fig. 6a,b), the reaction was quenched by the addition of 0.7% SDS, 
followed by incubation at 60 °C for 30 s. After this, 60 mM KCl was added, and the 
mixture was vortexed and incubated on ice for 5 min, followed by centrifugation at 
room temperature at 2,000g. The pellet was resuspended in 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 
7.5, and treated with STOP without SDS at 37 °C for 15 min. The supernatant was 
treated with STOP solution at 37 °C for 15 min.

Single-catenane reactions. The single-catenane substrate was prepared from 
plasmid pMM5 using Tn3 resolvase55 as described previously38. The XbaI and 
XhoI digests were used as markers for the circular supercoiled and linear products, 
respectively. The biochemical experiments were performed the same way as in 
the case of the LRI substrate, with the following exceptions: the substrate mix 
contained 15 pM single-catenane substrate and 2 mM ATP, and the reactions were 
incubated for 15 min (or the indicated times) at 37 °C. The samples were run on 
0.8% agarose gels in the presence of 0.5 μ g/ml ethidium bromide, and the gels 
were subjected to Southern blotting after electrophoresis, as described previously56. 
An ampicillin gene cassette was used to generate the probe for the blots, which 
recognizes only one of the circles of the single catenane.

Dissolution of double Holliday junctions. The double–Holliday junction 
substrate was created and the experiments were performed as reported 
previously11,57.

Reporting Summary. Further information on research design is available in the 
Nature Research Reporting Summary linked to this article.

Data availability
Source data are available for Figs. 2, 5, and 6 and Supplementary Figs. 1, 3, 4, and 
7–9 with the paper online.
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